Abstract
Introduction
When people started to study the issue of drug activity prediction, they gradually noticed the term multi-instance learning [1] . The training set in multi-instance framework is mainly made up of labeled bags and meanwhile those labeled bags have many unlabeled instances. As a result, certain concepts could be obtained from the training set so as to label unseen bags accurately. A bag can be correctly labeled if it possesses one positive instance. However, if it contains two or more instances, the circumstances are different. Multi-instance has been adopted in various practical problems since it comes into being. Especially when the object happens to describe something ambiguous, this method is of great use. In the aspect of scene classification, it is necessary for the content of the images to be ambiguous. For example, three components as "beach", "sky", "water" are shown in Figure 1 . Under such circumstance, if we represent those images on the basis of single-instance, a decline in accuracy of classification is to be generated. However, multi-instance framework can be applied to change this situation. In this instance, a batch of effective feature vectors obtained from each little branch can be used
Figure 1. Example of Ambiguous Images
Image segmentation and clustering are often used to generate multi-instance bag. For example, C. Yang and T. Lozano [10] divide the whole image into many intersecting subregions, and then filter sample regions to get feature vectors for instance. All the instances are gathered together to form a multi-instance bag and finally they make use of weighted correlation coefficient to examine the similarity among those images. In 2003, Z.H. Zhou [11] proposed a novel bag generating method based on SOM clustering. The pixel is clustered in terms of the color features and location ones. The results of clustering are fused into a specified number of sub-regions and the color feature of each sub-region could be counted as one instance.
The method of multi-instance bag generation is of great importance to classification performance. Many kinds of algorithms are put forward by researchers in the perspective of multi-instance learning. For instance, scholars like O. Maron et al [2, 9] come up with a new idea, namely, the algorithms of Diverse Density (DD). Multi-instance learning is used by them to proceed with the classification of images in natural places. In this situation, each image and instance will respectively perform as a bag and the feature of the little branch of the image. Then images are classified by utilizing Diverse Density algorithms. In addition, they have proposed various types of bag generating methods (see Figure. 2) and claimed that each method is to play a vital role on the results. Zhou and Zhang (2006) [9] have ever conducted a research on the discrimination of instances which are transmitted to the discrimination of bags. It turns out that the learning algorithms featured with single-instance can be adopted in the multi-instance learning. In fact, people are still trying to make use of those methods nowadays. For example, these methods frequently appear in multi-instance representation. While other scholars hold some unique ideas. For instance, Q. Zhang and SA. Goldman [3] suggest that they could combine EM (Expectation Maximization) algorithm and DD to form a brand-new one, that is, EM-DD algorithm. In terms of object detection, P. Viol and C. Zhang [8] try to integrate multiinstance learning and boosting algorithm. Furthermore, many scholars employ the algorithm of single-instance learning to solve the problems in this field [4] [5] [6] [7] . 319 is extracted from it. Regarded as a multi-instance bag, generated GMM has the components performing as instances of the corresponding bag. What's more, an entirely different new solution which applies multi-instance representation into algorithms of single-instance learning going is proposed. To be more exact, the instances of all the bags are gathered together and formed several groups. However, as the multi-instance bags generated by step 1 are continuous probability distribution, the traditional clustering method is of no practicability. Therefore our algorithm utilizes agglomerative information bottleneck for clustering MI bag.
The binary features then respectively re-represent each bag. In case that the instance contained in related bag fall into i-th group, its value shall be set to one rather than zero. Thus, one feature vector represents one bag. Besides, the single-instance classifiers can be adopted to distinguish various kinds of bags. Finally, the classifier ensemble comes into being. By using different values of d and repeating the above steps, many classifiers can be produced and accordingly the ensemble learning for prediction can be made. The result of our experiments reveals that the method is of high efficiency and effectiveness. The following steps are to be explained in detail.
Multi-Instance Bag Generating Via Mixture of Gaussians
Seen from the sub-region of image, each bag possesses the discrete feature while the traditional image bag is produced. However, it is far from being satisfied for image information representation. According to Maron et al [12] , the multi-instance image bag generating methods are of vital importance to the results of image classification. In previous work, the way of bag generation used to extract color feature information from image sub-region and color feature is the representation of discrete information. However, the image information representation inevitably loses its way. Therefore the inadequacy of image feature representation in previous work shall be fully considered. In the process of studying the probability distribution, an instance is produced by multi-Instance (MI) bag generating method here. We suppose that pixels of images are gained from various Gaussian distribution. The GMM is also called Mi bag which contains instances including locally stable invariant components as spatial location and color [13] . At this point, we also assume that each pixel is represented by color and spatial location. The color variant is concatenated to SIFT feature descriptors computed on RGB/HSV channel. The following formula illustrates how one image is represented as a GMM:
Seen from this formula, x represents a D-dimensional pixel feature (pixel color and spatial location), and  represents a set of parameters in the aspect of distribution of Gaussian mixture. In addition, this formula (2) demonstrates a Gaussian distribution of D element, k  means the first k mixture probability and k  refers to mean. As for k  , it refers to variance,
We adopt EM parameter learning algorithm in this paper to check the parameters of these Gaussian mixture model  = ( , , )
  . First of all, n z is assumed as a K-dimensional binary. Accordingly responses to n-th pixel are variable. In addition, only one dimension implies that pixel n belongs to the first k Gaussian distribution. To describe this trial more conveniently, z acts as a K-dimensional binary variable which is changeable in accordance with an image pixel. In other words, 1)
indicates the prior probability of
, it refers to the distribution of x when z functions as the prerequisite. Therefore, the posterior probability of
can be represented as the following formula.
By virtue of iteration, EM algorithm updates the posterior probability   . Procedures are listed as follows: E-step: in formula (3), the posterior probability shall be figured out at first. M-step: formula (3) is adopted to replace  which stands for the set of re-calculated parameters:
On basis of the experiment, K ranges from 4 to 7. Information in [14] shows various methods used for evaluating the components' number.
Conversion of Multi-Instance Problem Based on AIB
In Section 2.1, multi-instance bag is showed in one image whose classification task is adopted in the multi-instance learning problems.
Popular approaches are clustering multi-instance problem into a single instance problem to be solved. This paper has learnt this way of thinking. However, the multiinstance bag generated in Section 2.1 is a Gaussian mixture distribution; the traditional clustering approach implemented on the discrete information feature is no longer applicable while the image bag is in the form of the continuous probability distribution. Therefore this paper uses information bottlenecks theory for clustering [44] . After clustering, the distance from each clustering center to each bag is calculated to form a single instance of feature vectors, which can take advantage of the traditional singleinstance learning algorithm for classification.
The term IB (Information Bottleneck) is a newly proposed term by Tishby in 1999. It is an information theoretic principle [15] . According to the IB clustering method, of all the
Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC 321 possible clustering which is given an object, they are made into a certain amount of clusters. As to the target clustering, it can minimize the lost mutual information of the cost of its features extracted from subjects and the target subjects.
Use ( , ) p x y to function as a joint distribution on the "feature" space Y as well as the "object" space X. As the image clustering is aimed at looking for a clustering with standard quality, that is ( ; )
I x
x , on the basis of IB principle, the information loss is minimized. In the formula ( ; )
x , between the two variables x , the latter one x is used to represent mutual information:
To make information loss of ( ; ) ( ; ) I X Y I X Y  to be below limit, AIB (Agglomerative Information Bottleneck), a combining algorithm, was put forward by N. Tishby [15] . In AIB clustering algorithm, first there is an ordinary cluster then it comes to interactive selection between the two clusters. After that, |X|-d+1 time merged before finally forming the d clusters. As for |X|, it represents size of image sample set. The reason for developing a selection criterion is to minimize the loss of mutual information as much as possible, thus ensure the minimum mutual information loss.
In the formula, c1 and c2 stands for clusters of symbols of X, then after merging of c1 and c2, the information loss is: 
In this paper, the AIB clustering represents the specific process algorithm [16] [17] [18] . The AIB will collect all the bags to d clusters. As the distribution of image can be worked out by putting all the images together and getting the average one, every cluster represents a Gaussian mixture distribution:
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If the similarity with all clusters is calculated for each pair of image, with the help of semantic concept, an image can be illustrated in the form of a d-dimensional feature vector and each dimension can estimate the similarity of an image with the corresponding semantic concept. The new d-dimensional feature can be trained by the traditional singleinstance learning algorithms. As the image models happen to be Gaussian mixture clustering distribution, it is suggested that KL (Kullback-Leibler) divergence measure the similarity among the images.
As the information-theoretic measure, the KL-divergence is particularly used to investigate the distance between continuous and discrete distribution (Kullback [19] ). When it comes to a discrete representation, it is easy to gain the KL-measure while it is not so easy in a continuous one. Between two mixtures of Gaussians, it is hard to find suitable description for the KL-divergence, but Monte-Carlo simulation can be adopted to roughly estimate it on the basis of distributions of f and g and then their distance can also be evaluated. The following is the representation:
Substitute KL measure (14) in the distortion function (12) we obtain.
Note that in formula (13) On the basis of (15), we can gain the distance between c1 and c2 as follows: (16) |X| refers to the size of image database. Therefore, to work out how far c1 and c2 is, it is necessary for us to work out the KL distance between two GMM distributions. It is as follows:
1) Pick when the image is still a cluster and begin; 2) Combine cluster c1 and c2 so as to gain the minimum information loss d (c1, c2) (15) in every step. 3) Keep doing step 2) until we obtain the last single cluster. In Figure 2 the Table shows that the mutual information for image-set decreases in the process of agglomerative algorithm. We selectively pick from COREL databases [23] to create 5 categories, which consist of 600 images. From the result of Figure. 4, we can find that if the value of I(X;Y) is high, the correlation of the clustering will be high accordingly. This proves that the clustering quality of the steps is outstanding.
The AIB-HSV-SIFT (128*128) outperforms best.
International 
Classifier Ensemble
In Section 2.2, the single instance features of different lengths can be obtained, and single instances of different lengths seem to own various information representations on the basis of the number of different cluster center d. To fully utilize this information, we first use different d values in AIB clustering so that MI bag can be changed into a single instance. In this instance, a single instance which entails different lengths can be used to train different classifiers. The final step is that these classifiers are combined to distinguish classification. Single layer RBM neural network [27] [28] is applied as our base classifier in this paper.
Different classifiers are used and combined via evaluating the mean of posterior probability in this paper: (17) In this formula, i c stands for a category and L for the classifiers' number. As image x is classified to i c by classifier 1 and the image is classified to i c by ensemble classifiers. 1. EM algorithm is used by us to gain the Gaussian mixture model. And then the |X| Gaussian mixture models for every training image are worked out. 2. By taking advantage of AIB clustering approach, we collect |X| from step 1 and divide them into d class. 3. KL divergence is evaluated and all the cluster centers calculated so as to obtain a new training set. 4. The single-instance classifier is supposed to be cultivated by the generated training set from Step 3. 5. By repeating steps 2-4, different classifiers with different d values shall be collected as many as possible. 6. On the basis of step 5, a number of classifiers can be gained and integrated into an ensemble one. 
Local-Patch Indexing
The Photo Tourism project [29] [30] is composed of nearly 300k sub images in the size of 32*32. In this case, on the basis of the data obtained from photos of Half Dome, Trevi Fountain and Notre Dame, we test the method on a patch matching task. For Trevi Fountain, we use the n=100000 image patches. It is aimed at evaluating fast algorithms which regain the patches on condition that a query patch is provided. The 128-d SIFT vector is computed for every sub image. shows that better recall rate performance can be obtained by our algorithm than other multi-instance learning algorithms on Photo Tourism data set. Figure 5 . illustrates ROC curve of our proposal method and AUC score is 0.915. As a result, it can be identified as a good classifier. 
Discussion and Conclusion
In the Multi-instance learning framework, the excellent representation ability for the ambiguity of its object has been successfully demonstrated in image classification task. The MI bag generating method affecting the performance of image classification is also an important factor in image classification. Hence a new multi-instance (MI) bag generating method is put forward for images in this research. It mainly takes advantage of Gaussian Mixed Model (GMM) to model an image. Regarded as a MI bag, the generated GMM is made up of instances including color, spatial location and invariant components which are locally stable. Thus, each instance in a bag can be seen as a Gaussian distribution of one feature. It acts as continuous representation of feature as well and contains more feature information. And we utilize the information bottleneck clustering algorithm to cluster all the images bags into d classes. In this situation, each image can function as a d-dimensional feature vector for another time. Representing the KL
